ANDRE LABUSCHAIGNE, CEO:

“I use Names & Faces almost daily. I cannot
imagine life without it.”

A Names & Faces Case Study
with Cape Union Mart

Cape Union Mart has grown but
their head office team still know
who’s who
Cape Union Mart is a South African brand
synonymous with adventure, gadgets, and the
outdoors.

The family business has grown exponentially
over the past ﬁve years to become a national
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imagine life without it.”
- Andre Labuschaigne, CEO

A simple way to look up and learn
everyone’s names
Knowing people’s names - including new hires - has always been a huge
priority for Cape Union Mart CEO, André Labuschaigne. This became an
increasing challenge as the company grew.

Names & Faces makes it easy for all head oﬃce staﬀ to look up and
learn the names and faces of their colleagues, and quickly check useful
information like job title, team, and contact details

Contact details at the fingertips of
those who need them
The executive team needed to be able to contact head oﬃce staﬀ when
oﬀ-site but calling reception or HR to get contact details wasted time.

“Being able to instantly contact a colleague when you’re not at the
oﬃce makes doing what you need to do that much easier." –
Joshua Friedman, HR Business Partner at Cape Union Mart Group.

Names & Faces puts contact details at the ﬁngertips of the company
directors for urgent requests and has become a vital way they stay in
touch. As Joshua puts it, Names & Faces is their 'electronic phone
directory' for Head Oﬃce.

Reception can look up employees and
ascertain their team to field incoming
calls
As the organization continued to grow, so did the number of teams per
department. Joshua was able to add this information to their directory which
means it has become a really useful tool for reception.

In the past, when receptionists got calls and enquiries, they were using a
printed manual to ﬁnd people’s numbers but it didn’t include new hire or
team info and was often out of date. Now, everyone can search by team or
department and quickly ﬁnd who they’re looking for – all electronically.

“Names & Faces solves humans need to interact personally and ampliﬁes
the ‘people’ aspect of our culture. It’s a connector and a barrier-breaker
in its simplicity.” - Joshua Friedman.
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